Impacts of plant diversity on biomass production increase through time because of species complementarity
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Accelerating rates of species extinction have prompted a growing number of researchers to manipulate the richness of various groups of organisms and examine how this aspect of diversity impacts ecological processes that control the functioning of ecosystems. We summarize the results of 44 experiments that have manipulated the richness of plants to examine how plant diversity affects the production of biomass. We show that mixtures of species produce an average of 1.7 times more biomass than species monocultures and are more productive than the average monoculture in 79% of all experiments. However, in only 12% of all experiments do diverse polycultures achieve greater biomass than their single most productive species. Previously, a positive net effect of diversity that is no greater than the most productive species has been interpreted as evidence for selection effects, which occur when diversity maximizes the chance that highly productive species will be included in and ultimately dominate the biomass of polycultures. Contrary to this, we show that although productive species do indeed contribute to diversity effects, these contributions are equaled or exceeded by species complementarity, where biomass is augmented by biological processes that involve multiple species. Importantly, both the net effect of diversity and the probability of polycultures being more productive than their most productive species increases through time, because the magnitude of complementarity increases as experiments are run longer. Our results suggest that experiments to date have, if anything, underestimated the impacts of species extinction on the productivity of ecosystems.

O

ver the past two decades, there has been increasing interest in understanding how species diversity affects the functioning of ecosystems (1–3). Research in this area has often been justified on grounds that (i) loss of biological diversity ranks among the most pronounced changes to the global environment (4), and (ii) reductions in diversity and corresponding changes in species composition could alter fluxes of energy and matter that underlie important services that ecosystems provide to humanity (e.g., production of food, pest/disease control, water purification, etc.; see refs. 5 and 6). Seminal experiments in this field focused on characterizing how plant species richness affects primary production (e.g., refs. 7 and 8), and generally showed that reducing the number of herbaceous plant species leads to less efficient use of soil nutrients and lower production of biomass (9–11). These experiments not only articulated the hypothesis that species loss can affect important ecological processes, they spawned a decade of experiments in which researchers manipulated the diversity of a wide variety of organisms to see how this impacts the functioning of many different ecosystems (12).

Within the past year, several formal metaanalyses have attempted to synthesize the results of >150 diversity-function experiments that have been performed to date (13–15). These metaanalyses have shown that, when averaged across all species used in an experiment, species loss tends to reduce the efficiency by which communities capture biologically essential resources and convert those into new biomass. This pattern has proven to be strikingly consistent across studies of bacterial, fungal, plant, and animal assemblages inhabiting terrestrial, freshwater, and marine ecosystems. But Cardinale et al. (14) also showed that resource capture and biomass production by the communities used in experiments begin to saturate at low levels of richness and that diverse communities seldom capture more resources or produce more biomass than their most productive species.

The fact that the most diverse communities produce no more biomass than their most productive species has led some to argue that the results of experiments are best explained by so-called “selection effects” (SE) (sometimes referred to as selection-probability or sampling effects; see refs. 14 and 16–18). Selection effects are species-specific impacts on biomass that are thought to occur when the most productive species are more likely to be included in and come to dominate the biomass of species-rich polycultures. This interpretation has been controversial, in part, because it contradicts a common assumption that biodiversity will impact the production of biomass through species complementarity. Complementarity occurs when species exhibit various forms of niche partitioning that allow them to capture resources in ways that are complementary in space or time (2), or when interspecific interactions enhance the capture of resources by species when they are together (19, 20). Cardinale et al. (14) interpreted the results of their metaanalysis as evidence that complementarity may be weak or rare compared with selection effects; however, two things limited this conclusion. First, the data needed to discriminate among these alternative contributions to diversity effects had rarely been presented in studies; thus, the relative contributions of single vs. multiple species to biomass production have been interpreted indirectly from existing patterns rather than from any direct tests. Second, many, if not most, of the experiments reviewed by recent metaanalyses have been short-term, run for only a small number of growing seasons or a few generations of the focal organisms (9). Of those experiments that have run for multiple generations or growing seasons, most find that diversity effects and their underlying mechanisms change through time as species interactions structure experimental communities (21–26). This raises the possibility that past interpretations of diversity-function relationship have been...
monoculture. (In the most diverse polyculture to the average of all species grown in monoculture.)

**Results**

Contributions of single vs. multiple species to biomass production. The net diversity effect through time are driven by changes in the complementarity effects. This allows us to examine how changes in components—one due to selection effects, and a second due to diversity effects change through time. Then, for a subset of studies involving individual species (selection effects) verses multiple species (complementarity effects (CE)). We gathered information on the total biomass of plants in the most diverse polyculture and the biomass of each species in monoculture for 44 independent experiments in which the authors directly manipulated the richness of three or more species as an independent variable (see Methods). For each date on which biomass was measured, we characterized the effect of plant richness on total plant biomass, using two log ratios that measure different aspects of the diversity effect. $LR_{\text{net}}$ gives the net effect of plant richness on biomass as the proportional difference between the mean value of biomass in the most diverse polyculture and the mean value of all species grown in monoculture. In contrast, $LR_{\text{trans}}$ tests whether diverse polycultures produce any more biomass than the single most productive species (called “transgressive” overyielding). This metric is calculated as the proportional difference between the mean biomass of the most diverse polyculture and the mean biomass of the species that achieves the highest biomass in monoculture. We first analyze each log ratio as a function of the duration of the experiments to examine how diversity effects change through time. Then, for a subset of studies with sufficient data, we use the statistical method of Loreau and Hector (27) to partition the net effect of diversity into two distinct components—one due to selection effects, and a second due to complementarity effects. This allows us to examine how changes in the net diversity effect through time are driven by changes in the contributions of single vs. multiple species to biomass production.

**Summary of Diversity Effects.** The net effect of plant richness on plant biomass was significantly positive for 82 of 104 estimates of $LR_{\text{net}}$ (Fig. 1A), and averaged 0.54 across all dates and experiments [95% confidence interval (C.I.) = 0.45 to 0.64]. This indicates that the most diverse polycultures used in experiments have achieved 1.7 times the biomass of the average species monoculture. In contrast, the grand mean for all 96 estimates of $LR_{\text{trans}}$ was $-0.13$ (95% C.I. = $-0.25$ to $-0.002$), which indicates that the most diverse polycultures have achieved an average 0.88 times the biomass of the most productive monoculture. Of the 83 estimates of $LR_{\text{trans}}$ where experiments had sufficient replication of monocultures (mean n = 3) to estimate confidence intervals, 10 were significantly more than zero, 52 were not different from zero, and 21 were significantly less than zero (Fig. 1B).

Results in Fig. 1A and B indicate that polycultures have generally achieved more biomass than the average species, but not more than the most productive species. However, it is important to note that tests described above focus on single points-in-time, ignoring that the most productive monoculture can change through time. Of the 17 experiments with time-series data, the probability that the same species was the most productive monoculture on two consecutive dates was just 0.25 (14 of 58 intervals). This raises the possibility that no single species can produce more biomass than a diverse polyculture when a longer time span is considered. To examine this possibility, we averaged the biomass of each species monoculture across all dates on which data were collected in an experiment and compared the species with the highest average to the mean biomass of the most diverse polyculture for the same interval. For this analysis, $LR_{\text{trans}}$ was not different from zero ($t = 0.25, P = 0.81$). Five experiments had values that were significantly positive, seven were not different from zero, and five were significantly negative.

When $LR_{\text{net}}$ and $LR_{\text{trans}}$ are calculated on an experiment-wide basis, they are not guaranteed to compare the biomass of a polyculture to the biomass of the same species in monoculture. This is because in ≈25% of experiments, the most diverse polyculture is composed of fewer species than the total species pool used to randomly select taxa. For these experiments, a bias can result...
when polycultures are compared with species that are not part of that community. Unfortunately, the data published in most papers are summarized in a form that does not allow us to distinguish which species were seeded in which polycultures. However, we were able to obtain the original datasets from 26 of 44 experiments, and we used estimates of biomass from the final dates of each study to calculate diversity effects for 1,019 individual experimental units (field plots, greenhouse pots, etc.) that contained ≥2 species. When each polyculture plot was matched to the same species in monoculture, $LR_{\text{net}}$ remained significantly positive with a mean of 0.26 (95% C.I. = 0.21 to 0.31, $t$ = 10.07, df = 1,018, $P < 0.01$), $LR_{\text{trans}}$ remained significantly negative with a mean of $-0.30$ (95% C.I. = $-0.25$ to $-0.35$, $t$ = $-11.52$, df = 1,018, $P < 0.01$). Nearly 75% of polycultures achieved greater biomass than the mean of those same species in monoculture, whereas just 35% of polyculture plots yielded more biomass than their most productive species (Fig. 1A and B Insets). Thus, despite an improved matching of species mixtures with their respective monocultures, results indicate that polycultures achieve more biomass than their average species, but less than their most productive species.

Diversity Effects Through Time. Analyses of time trends revealed that both the net effect of plant richness on plant biomass and the probability of transgressive overyielding tended to increase with the duration of an experiment (Fig. 1C and D and Table 1). When we used each of 17 individual experiments that have measured biomass on two or more sampling dates as the subjects in a repeated-measures ANOVA, we found that both $LR_{\text{net}}$ and $LR_{\text{trans}}$ increased with time (Table 1, “within experiments”). Because these 17 experiments represent a limited subset of studies, we performed a second analysis that takes advantage of the broader array of data to determine whether trends are more general across different study systems. For this analysis, we used a mixed model ANOVA with experiment included as a random factor to analyze each diversity effect as a function of the number of days the experiment had run. Consistent with the first analysis, $LR_{\text{net}}$ and $LR_{\text{trans}}$ increased as the duration of experiments increased (Table 1, “across experiments”). Although $LR_{\text{net}}$ was positive across the entire temporal range of experiments performed to date, $LR_{\text{trans}}$ was negative across most of the range (Fig. 1D). This is not to say that transgressive overyielding has not occurred in some experiments (note studies with $LR_{\text{trans}} > 0$ in Fig. 1D, and see Fig. 1B). Rather, the trend in Fig. 1D simply suggests that it takes ~5 years before the most diverse polyculture exhibits transgressive overyielding in the average experiment. Of the studies that met the criteria for inclusion in our analyses, only Tilman’s (22) Biodiversity II experiment performed at Cedar Creek has ~5 years of data (labeled “146” in Fig. 1). To assess whether conclusions were overly influenced by this study, we examined the residuals and leverage of each experiment on model fit and found no evidence of statistical outliers. We also ran models with and without this experiment and found that exclusion did not alter model fit (based on AIC and a log-likelihood test). This finding and the “within” and “across” experiment analyses giving consistent results indicate that conclusions about time trends are robust.

Factors Contributing to Diversity Effects. Loreau and Hector (27) devised a statistical method to differentiate two general mechanisms that contribute to the net diversity effect—selection effects (SE) and complementarity effects (CE) (see Methods). SE represent changes in polyculture biomass that can be attributed to the productivity of individual species, such as those that can occur when the most productive species come to dominate the biomass of diverse polycultures. In contrast, CE represent that portion of a diversity effect that cannot be attributed to any single species. Although positive values of CE are often taken as evidence for “niche complementarity” (e.g., resource partitioning or positive species interactions), CE actually represent the balance of all forms of niche partitioning that might influence biomass and all forms of indirect and nonadditive species interactions (28). Although this makes it impossible to equate CE to any single biological mechanism, CE and SE do quantify ecologically distinct factors that contribute to diversity effects (single vs. multispecies processes).

We obtained 47 estimates of SE and CE, either from published tables or figures (nine experiments) or from our own analyses of original datasets (15 experiments). The net effect of diversity on biomass in nearly every experiment was jointly explained by some combination of SE and CE rather than being driven by any one mechanism (Fig. 2A). When averaged across all experiments, CE were significantly positive, increasing polyculture biomass by a mean 131 g m$^{-2}$ above the component species (95% C.I. = 85 to 176 g m$^{-2}$, $t$ = 5.87, df = 46, $P < 0.01$). SE were also significantly positive with a mean 69 g m$^{-2}$ of the net diversity effect attributable to the impacts of individual species (95% C.I. = 12 to 126 g m$^{-2}$, 0.35, LR$0.21$ to 0.31, $P < 0.25$ to $0.64$, $P < 0.01$). Nearly 75% of polycultures achieved greater biomass than the mean of those same species in monoculture, whereas just 35% of polyculture plots yielded more biomass than their most productive species (Fig. 1A and B Insets). Thus, despite an improved matching of species mixtures with their respective monocultures, results indicate that polycultures achieve more biomass than their average species, but less than their most productive species.

### Table 1. Results of statistical analyses showing how the effects of plant species richness on plant biomass change through time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent variable</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Pr</th>
<th>Intercept Est ± SE</th>
<th>95% C.I.</th>
<th>Duration In, days Est ± SE</th>
<th>95% C.I.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$LR_{\text{net}}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within experiments</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>36.50</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
<td>-1.25 ± 0.30</td>
<td>-1.86 to -0.64</td>
<td>0.27 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.18 to 0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Across experiments</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>7.44</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.20</td>
<td>-0.41 to 0.41</td>
<td>0.09 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.02 to 0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$LR_{\text{trans}}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within experiments</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>22.10</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
<td>-1.88 ± 0.38</td>
<td>-2.65 to -1.11</td>
<td>0.27 ± 0.06</td>
<td>0.15 to 0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Across experiments</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>8.64</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
<td>-0.97 ± 0.29</td>
<td>-1.56 to -0.39</td>
<td>0.13 ± 0.05</td>
<td>0.04 to 0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within experiments</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>6.97</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>-332 ± 178</td>
<td>-696 to 31</td>
<td>73 ± 28</td>
<td>17 to 130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Across experiments</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>13.28</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
<td>-177 ± 87</td>
<td>-352 to -2</td>
<td>56 ± 15</td>
<td>25 to 86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within experiments</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>208 ± 135</td>
<td>-68 to 484</td>
<td>-27 ± 21</td>
<td>-70 to 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Across experiments</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>131 ± 82</td>
<td>-34 to 297</td>
<td>-11 ± 14</td>
<td>-40 to 18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each of four dependent variables on the left side was modeled in two ways. For “within experiment” analyses, each experiment that measured the dependent variable through time was used as the subject in a repeated measures mixed model ANOVA. For the “across experiment” analyses, each experiment was accounted for as a random effect in a mixed model ANOVA. The independent variable in both was days since the start of the experiment. Parameter estimates (Est) and confidence intervals (C.I.) for the intercept and effect of experimental duration are given in the right side of the table. n, number of experiments; F, F value from the mixed model ANOVA; Pr, P value from the mixed model ANOVA.
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Fig. 2. Mechanisms underlying the effects of plant species richness on the production of biomass. (A) Magnitude of complementarity effects (CE) and selection effects (SE) for each of 47 estimates available from 24 experiments. The grand mean ± 95% C.I. values for CE and SE across all experiments is displayed as an open diamond, estimated from mixed model ANOVAs with experiment included as a random effect. (B and C) Shown are how complementarity and selection effects vary with the duration of an experiment. Each data point is a single estimate from one experiment, but note that some experiments contribute multiple data points (numbers correspond to experiments listed in SI Datasets 1 and 2) (see SI Text).

t = 2.51, df = 46, P = 0.02). For 25 experiments with sufficient data, we used Fox's (29) modification of the additive partitioning method to further divide SE into species-specific impacts on biomass that stem from competitive dominance versus those impacts not associated with dominance (e.g., when the presence of legumes increases biomass of species other than itself). For this subset of experiments, competitive dominance by highly productive species explained a mean 93% of SE (see SI Text).

Although analyses above suggest that CE contributed 1.9 times more to biomass than SE, it is worth noting that 43% of SE estimates were negative, which can occur when species with lower than average productivity come to dominate polycultures (24). Given this, it is worthwhile to compare the total contributions of single verses multiple species to the net diversity effect based on the proportional difference in their absolute magnitudes, log10 ([SE]/[CE]). This ratio averaged −0.24 (indicating that [SE]<[CE], Fig. 2A Inset), but was not significantly different from zero (95% C.I. = −0.57 to 0.08, t = −1.58, df = 46, P = 0.13). To a first approximation, these results suggest that CE have equaled or exceeded the contributions of SE to net diversity effects, but with CE having a predominantly positive influence, whereas SE were sometimes negative.

Analyses of time series indicate that CE tended to increase with the duration of an experiment (Fig. 2B and Table 1). This was true both for individual experiments that have measured biomass on two or more sampling dates (CE = −322 + 73 g m⁻² × ln[days]; see Table 1), and when data for all experiments were combined and analyzed collectively (CE = −177 + 56 g m⁻² × ln[days]).

When we consider that the mean biomass of monocultures averaged 226 g m⁻² for the initial sampling date of all 44 experiments, results of these time series suggest that CE increased by a minimum factor of 1.25× for each log increase in time ((226 g m⁻² + 56 g m⁻²)/226 g m⁻²). Therefore, increases in CE are sufficient to explain changes in the net effect of diversity through time, which increased by a factor of e⁰.⁰⁹ to e⁰.²⁷ = 1.09–1.31× (Table 1). In contrast to CE, we failed to find evidence that SE changes significantly through time. Although the coefficient relating SE to time was negative for models run “within” and “across” experiments (Table 1), the coefficient was not distinguishable from zero in either case (P > 0.20 for both).

Discussion
We have summarized the results of nearly two decades of experiments that have manipulated the richness of plant communities to assess how this aspect of biodiversity impacts the production of biomass. Our metaanalyses show that the net effects of plant species richness on plant biomass are generally positive, but that diverse plant polycultures usually achieve less biomass than their most productive species. However, both the net effect of diversity and the probability that species mixtures will yield more than their most productive species increase with the duration of experiments. These results corroborate the findings of a number of individual studies (e.g., refs. 22, 25, 30, and 31), and suggest there is considerable generality in the way that plant diversity impacts the productivity of ecosystems.

Although our analyses confirm a number of previously reported patterns, they also refute certain prior interpretations about the mechanisms that generate these patterns. Experiments performed with prokaryotes and eukaryotes inhabiting a wide variety of freshwater, marine, and terrestrial ecosystems have found that the net effects of species richness on biomass are positive, but that diverse mixtures seldom achieve more biomass than their most productive species (14). This pattern has often been interpreted as evidence that selection effects (the increased probability that a highly productive species will be included in and come to dominate a diverse mixture) are the primary mechanism responsible for the higher biomass of polycultures (14, 16–18). Analyses presented here are, to our knowledge, the first to directly assess mechanisms underlying diversity effects across a wide variety of studies, and they do not support this interpretation—at least for this subset of studies performed by using plants. Consistent with the conclusions of several individual experiments (e.g., refs. 23, 27, 30, 32, and 33), we found that the net effect of diversity on biomass in nearly every study resulted from some combination of species-specific selection effects and multispecies complementarity. Selection effects have most often resulted from highly productive species coming to competitive dominance in polyculture (see SI Text). But an equal if not larger fraction of net diversity effects are attributable to multiple species having complementary effects on biomass. These findings contribute valuable information to one of the most contentious debates in ecology. For many years, researchers have argued over whether net diversity effects stem from species richness per se, or are simply a function of the most productive species in a community (3, 16, 34). The outcome of this debate is nontrivial as its major implications for whether conservation and management objectives are best achieved through the preservation of functionally important species or by maximizing biodiversity (18, 35). Our analyses suggest that this debate has been framed around a false dichotomy. The balance of evidence shows that both the number of species and the types of species in an ecosystem have significant impacts on the production of biomass. However, although highly productive species do indeed make consistent and sizeable contributions to plant biodiversity effects, these are
equaled or exceeded in frequency and magnitude by multispecies contributions to biomass.

Our finding that the net effects of plant diversity on biomass are generally positive corroborates what appears to hold true for many types of organisms in ecosystems around the globe (10, 11, 13–15, 36). However, our finding that diverse polycultures tend to achieve less biomass than their most productive species contrasts with a common prediction in diversity-function research. It has been proposed that diverse communities will capture a greater fraction of available resources and produce more biomass than even their most productive species (called "transgressive overyielding"; see refs. 37 and 38). This prediction was originally based on niche theory, which argues that species must use resources in ways that are complementary in space or time to stably coexist with one another (2). Thus, one question that follows from our analyses is: Why do we generally fail to find transgressive overyielding in experiments despite the evidence for complementarity among species?

First, it is important to realize that a lack of transgressive overyielding is not necessarily in conflict with positive species complementarity. Complementarity can arise from a variety of biological mechanisms that include various forms of niche partitioning and/or interspecific interactions, such as facilitation and indirect effects that enhance resource capture (27, 28). Although positive values of complementarity indicate that two or more species are contributing to biomass in ways that are unique or that enhance the productivity by other species, these effects can be driven by a subset of the full community. Furthermore, Loreau has shown mathematically that transgressive overyielding requires a greater degree of complementarity than is needed for competing species to coexist (39). Thus, even when species exhibit a degree of niche complementarity that is sufficient to stabilize their interactions, this does not ensure that a diverse polyculture will outperform the highest yielding species. Therefore, one possible explanation for the results of experiments to date is that, although complementarity has been sufficiently strong to generate positive net effects of diversity, it has not been strong enough to generate transgressive overyielding. To the extent that this explanation is correct, it suggests there may be a "cost" to maintaining higher diversity in ecosystems, at least in the short-term. For example, a farmer or resource manager might be able to identify a species or subset of species that can achieve greater yield than a more diverse system. However, this higher yield may or may not be sustainable. Many studies have shown that systems with fewer species tend to exhibit greater fluctuations in aggregate biomass through time (9, 40, 41). Thus, much like the tradeoff between yield and stability in an investment portfolio, a select few species may be able to produce higher yield than a diverse community, but this might come at the expense of the stability of yield through time (9).

A second possible explanation for the lack of transgressive overyielding in experiments is that there may be statistical limitations in our ability to detect it. Several authors have noted that tests for transgressive overyielding are inherently asymmetrical such that \( LR_{\text{trans}} > 0 \) is sufficient to demonstrate overyielding, but \( LR_{\text{trans}} \leq 0 \) is not necessarily sufficient to demonstrate its absence (24, 31, 42). In part, this is because the validity of conclusions from tests that compare the extreme value of one set of distributions (the highest mean value from all possible monocultures) to the mean of another (the average polyculture) are limited by how accurately these distributions have been characterized. Uncertainty in biomass distributions can be especially problematic when multiple species vie for the highest monoculture value because stochastic sampling probabilities can cause the selection of the highest monoculture values to overestimate the true mean. These caveats are important when we consider two limitations of existing data. First, experiments to date have had rather low replication of monocultures (median = 2, mean = 3), which means that uncertainty in biomass is high. Second, for those experiments that have taken repeated measurements, the species with the highest biomass in monoculture has tended to change through time. In our analyses, we found no evidence that the magnitude of \( LR_{\text{trans}} \) depended on the number of monoculture replicates run in experiments (\( y = -0.34, P = 0.74 \) for a general linear model). We also showed that, when analyses were based on the time-averaged monoculture values, conclusions did not change. Even so, it is important to keep in mind that studies to date have not been designed to obtain reliable estimates of biomass for species monocultures and that \( LR_{\text{trans}} \) and other related metrics are probably conservative tests for transgressive overyielding (42).

Another possible explanation for the lack of transgressive overyielding is that, although the phenomenon may be common, experiments have been performed for too short a time to detect it. This is a distinct possibility given that the mechanisms that produce diversity effects are temporally dynamic. Several individual experiments have reported that complementarity effects grow stronger through time (e.g., refs. 22, 23, 25, and 30). This might be the case if, for example, plant assemblages take some time to develop the different rooting depths that lead to differential use of soil resources. Originally, it was also presumed that selection effects would grow stronger through time as the most productive species came to dominance in polyculture (16). However, the fact that selection effects are often negative led some to argue that, as the least productive species come to dominate a community through time, complementarity must grow disproportionately strong to generate transgressive overyielding (22, 24, 30, 31, 43, 44). Our analyses confirm that complementarity tends to increase through time, but they do not support the idea that selection effects change through time.

Indeed, one of the surprising results of our analyses was the lack of any clear change in the strength of selection effects with the duration of experiments. This may be because biodiversity experiments performed with plants are typically established by using high-density seed mixtures. High seeding densities may encourage rapid selection for dominant species within the first year of establishment and thus a rank–dominance structure that exhibits little change through time. Rapid establishment of a rank–dominance structure may be enhanced by many experiments omitting early successional plants from their species pool to encourage fast development of a “mature” community that is more typical of the system of interest. Of those studies that have included early successional species, species-specific impacts on biomass can change over the course of an experiment as fast-growing taxa are replaced by late-successional dominants (see ref. 21 for an example). Because the majority of experiments have yet to incorporate the nonequilibrium conditions and successional dynamics that characterize most natural communities, our conclusion about the constancy of selection effects should be considered tentative.

Although selection effects did not change through time, our analyses clearly showed that complementarity tends to grow stronger as experiments age. One consequence is that both the net effect of diversity on biomass and the probability of transgressive overyielding tended to increase as experiments were run longer. Even so, our best statistical estimates suggest that it takes ~1,750 days before the most diverse polyculture begins to yield more biomass than the highest monoculture. For the annual and perennial species commonly used in these studies, this corresponds to ~2–5 generations or growing seasons, which is disconcerting given that the median experiment has only run for 730 days. This suggests that it may take several more years before we can reliably say whether diverse plant communities yield more biomass than their most productive species—a result that emphasizes the importance of long-term biodiversity studies. Regardless of what experiments ultimately show, our analyses suggest that experiments to date have, if anything, underestimated the impact of species diversity on the productivity of ecosystems.
In total, we obtained 104 estimates of $LR_{\text{net}}$ and 96 estimates of $LR_{\text{trans}}$, which were analyzed in three ways. First, we calculated confidence intervals for all 104 estimates of $LR_{\text{net}}$ and 83 estimates of $LR_{\text{trans}}$, where studies had replicated monocultures of the most productive species. Second, we used a mixed model ANOVA to examine how $LR_{\text{net}}$ and $LR_{\text{trans}}$ change through time among experiments, using the model $y_i = \mu + t_i + b_i + e_i$, where $t_i$ is the number of days since the start of an experiment to the date on which biomass was measured, $b_i$ is the random effect of experiment $i$ (iid $N(0, \sigma_b^2)$, and $e_i$ is the residual error. Third, we examined how $LR_{\text{net}}$ and $LR_{\text{trans}}$ change through time within individual experiments, using a mixed model like that above, but where each of the 17 experiments with measurements on multiple dates were treated as subjects in a repeated-measures ANOVA. Log ratios were weighted by $1/\sigma^2$ to account for heterogeneity among experiments (although weighted analyses explained more variation, analyses without weighting led to the same conclusions).

Loreau and Hector (27) developed a technique to statistically partition the net effect of diversity into two components: species-specific selection effects (SE) and multispecies complementarity effects (CE). We obtained 47 estimates of SE and CE either from published tables or figures (9 experiments) or from our own analyses of original datasets (15 experiments). To assess how SE and CE changed through time within individual experiments and across experiments, we used the same mixed model ANOVA's described above for $LR_{\text{net}}$ and $LR_{\text{trans}}$. SE and CE were weighted by the sample sizes to account for heterogeneity among experiments.
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